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2. Assemble the top and bottom 
of frame using two straight 
connectors as seen in Diagram 1. 
Hand tighten wing nuts.
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Wire Pass-through Grommet

Diagram 1

Need Help?
Scan the QR code or go to 
displayit.com/flare-guide

to watch an assembly video.Diagram 2

4’ long jumper wire

1’ long + 4’ long
jumper wires together
across the top

Wire clips

Power Transformer 
(24 Volt, 96 Watts)

Left Lights:
1 Long, 1 Short LED Bar

Right Lights:
1 Long, 1 Short LED Bar

Note: Do not string together more than 5 long light bars (or 10 short light bars) per 96 Watt power transformer.

4. Attach LED light bars to the frame using thumb screws and flat nuts as seen in Diagram 2.
Two short bars may be subsituted for one long bar. 
Try to limit spaces between light bars, to create an even glow on the graphic.

Thumb ScrewThumb Screw

Flat nutFlat nut

CAUTION: 
   METAL EDGES
     MAY BE SHARP

1. Lay out frame pieces as seen in Diagram 1.  Frame perimeter pieces are labeled with stickers 
matching Diagram 1 to make this step easier. We recommend assembling the frame on its back.

3. Connect the frame sides to the 
frame top and bottom with four 
corner brackets. On the bottom 
corners, the longer legs of the 
corner brackets align with the foot 
holes in the bottom of the frame. 
Hand-tighten the wingnuts.
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Counterbored holes
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5. Wire the lights as seen in 
Diagram 2.
Note: To span the full width 
along the top of the frame, 
use a 4’ and a 1’ jumper 
together.

6. Snap-on wire management 
clips are used to reduce 
shadows caused by jumper 
wires running across the top 
of the frame. 

7. Feed the wire through the 
flexible grommet in the frame. 
Plug the transformer into an 
AC outlet to test lights.

Male Female
(Transformer Side) (LED Side) 

8. Attach the feet using t-bolts and wing nuts.  
Each t-bolt goes through a counterbored hole 
in the foot, then through a hole in the metal 
frame, and then through the corner bracket. 
Secure each t-bolt with a washer wing nut. 
Hand-tighten until snug; do not over-tighten.

9. Install the fabric graphics (see the following 
pages for detailed graphic installation instructions. 

T-Bolts Pass
Through the
Long Legs of the
Corner Bracket
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Need Help?
Scan the QR code or go to 
displayit.com/flare-guide

to watch an assembly video.

1. Using at least two people, 
carefully stand the display up. 
Starting in top-left corner, turn 
and tuck graphic and silicone 
into the channel. (#1 on diagram) 
Use your fingertip (not fingernail) 
for installation. 
Note: For large frames, a step-ladder is 
may be required for graphic installation.

2. Work across the top, tacking the graphic into the channel 
every two to three feet. (#2 on diagram)

3. Tuck top, right corner into channel. (#3 on diagram)

4. Tuck remainder of top edge of graphic into top channel. 
(#4 on diagram)

5. Inspect graphic for hard fold lines in the fabric. If desired, 
smooth them out using a steamer from the back side of the 
graphic.

6. Tuck bottom two corners. (#6 on diagram)

7. Tack middle of sides. (#7 on diagram)

8. Working from top to bottom, tuck remaining silicone in 
on both sides. (#8 on diagram)

9. Tack middle of bottom. (#9 on diagram)

10. Tuck remaining bottom edge, working from outside to 
inside. (#10 on diagram

11. Repeat installation steps for fabric on back of frame.
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Caution! Installing silicone-edged graphics is techniqe sensitive; Practice will 
shorten installation time. To watch a step-by-step assembly video, scan the QR 
code to the right or go to displayit.com/flare-guide.

Handle graphics with care with clean hands in a clean environment.
Cloth or latex gloves recommended.
Keep graphics away from sharp objects.


